Education 4.0 in cartography: an integrated e-learning materials portal for cartography and digital mapping course
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Abstract: World’s technology development is defined by the level of advancement in the current industrial sector that is called industrial revolution (IR). The evolution of the technologies may affect the learning system for educators and learners. Throughout the years, student discovering troubles to have an effective learning method for their subject. To keep up the mushroom growth of technologies, e-learning has been identified as the best learning method that suits with the current generation’s way of learning. This paper aimed at designing and developing an integrated e-learning material portal for assisting university students of Centre of Study for Surveying Science and Geomatics (PPSUG) University of MARA (UiTM) Malaysia to have a helpful learning process in Cartography subject. The study conducted in three main objectives: i. To study the user requirement, ii. To create and design the portal iii. To test the proposed portal using WordPress platform. The finding has revealed that most of the respondents significantly agreed and willingly to have an integrated e-learning portal to assist in the subject. The proposed portal offers special functions for learning materials process in particular integrating all learning materials in one platform such online notes, assignments, lab work sheets and other benefits that are easy - free to access and user friendly knowledge transfer for the public. The portal it still needs using the university hosting for comprehensive practice among the SUG students.
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1. Introduction

Learning is the procedure securing of information or aptitudes through study, examination, experience, or being instructed particularly at school and college. Traditional learning and e-learning are two different types of acquiring knowledge. Traditional learning occurs in a physical location where students and teachers can communicate, while e-learning takes place in an e-space that includes a server and an internet browser interface. (Singh, et al, 2009). Conventional classroom learning is a significant form of conventional learning and has long been embraced and used in various colleges and universities while electronic or e-learning is learning method by using digital technology to retrieve educational material from outside of the traditional classroom. Both types of learning method have their own advantages and disadvantages.

Zhang, et al. (2004) stated the main advantage and disadvantage of traditional learning and e-learning method. The advantages of traditional learning are the interaction between the students and educator, instant assessment, skill development and socialization. The advantages of e-learning such as easy sharing of information, making course materials available at any time, cost-effective for learners, unlimited access to knowledge and helpful for educator. The disadvantages of traditional learning can be noticed in the limited size of classroom, time and location constraints, accessibility of source material and expensive to deliver course material. The disadvantages of e-learning such as it need new skill from the learner and educator for the learning method to perform, affordability of the e-learning system, minimal social interaction, and lack of immediate feedback. To align the education system with the latest technology development, e-learning is more suitable learning and teaching method especially for students and educator in this 21st century.

World’s technology development is classified by the level of advancement in the current industrial sector. Now the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) is built on the third. It is defined by a convergence of technology that blur the distinctions between the physical, electronic, and biological realms (Schwab, 2016). The 4IR represents new ways in which technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), digitisation, automation, and Internet of Things (IoT) are embedded in our daily experience. This phenomenon will fundamentally alter the way we live, work, study and relate to one another. To make sure the education system is corresponding with IR4.0, thus Education 4.0 was created. Education 4.0 is an answer to the demands of IR4.0, in which humans and machines work together to create exciting options. (Aziz Hussin, 2018). The new learning system encourages learners to focus on their skills and knowledge that are needed, but also to identify the source of knowledge and the skills to
learn, adapt and apply in quick cycles especially with vast information of the IoT.

The advent of technology continues to change and transform the teaching method as well as the setting of the learning experience. There will, in fact, be additional changes in the future. (Ethan Dunwill, 2016). Some of the frequent improvements that organizations have recognized include posting grades and assignments online, team projects completed via collaborative technology, coursework done electronically and published through school portals, students storing their work in the cloud rather than on floppy disks or paper, and teachers, parents, students, and officials connecting through social media sites built expressly for education.

The efforts of the Malaysian educational circle show a decent start in the education system riding the 4IR's rush to train future generation graduates with skills and knowledge to create productivity and contribute to the economic development of the country. The program is called Malaysian Higher Education Programme 4.0 (MyHE 4.0) which promotes the multifarious of students' positions as information curators, content producers, web-based connectors as an open international curriculum and resource guide educators. MyHE 4.0 accentuate higher order thinking skills (HOTS) than lower order thinking skills (LOTS) the main goal of the learning process is where learners are required to acquire new skills, knowledge and behaviours as well as build new knowledge of their own. Instead of only acquiring data, learners should also actively contextualise and generate data based on personal experience and environmental participation.

A potential ready curriculum fosters transformative 21st-century Learning & Teaching (L&T) delivery by revamping learning spaces, using the newest 4IR technologies, and fostering holistic learning toward the accomplishment of learning outcomes. Redesigning higher education initiatives are one of the approaches to achieve the focus of the future ready curriculum. MOHE has introduced several initiatives that highlight the transformations 2u2i, iCGPA, APEL, Malaysia MOOC, GAP Year, CEO@Faculty, MEA and My E-Portfolio (Tapsir & Puteh, 2018). One solution is revolutionary L&T delivery. Future ready Curriculum support 21st century L&T implementation which involves self-determined education, peer-oriented learning, virtual-based learning, and experiential learning which advocates learning without lectures and learning outside the classroom.

Different learning methods can be used in education to enhance the learning process. Because educators are responsible for helping countries to achieve a high level of education, however, they should use approaches that not only communicate information, but also inspire students to think at higher levels. E-learning is one of the most suitable methods for effective learning that will encourage student’s high order thinking skill and meet the needs corresponding to MoHE’s MyHE 4.0 and Education 4.0. Integration of all materials in Cartography is a main agenda in this study towards education 4.0 in PPSUG, UiTM. The objectives of the study are:

- To study the user requirement on the proposed integrated e-learning system of Cartography among Geomatic Science students of UiTM Shah Alam.
- To develop and design an integrated e-learning materials system for Cartography.
- To evaluate the proposed system with fulfilling the Cartography student’s requirement in UiTM Shah Alam.

2. Literature review

2.1 IR 4.0 in Malaysian Education

According to the World Economic Forum, the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) has been underway since the beginning of the twenty-first century. The universal and mobile connectivity, cheaper, smaller, and smarter sensors, and artificial and machine learning are all part of this dramatic revolution (Schwab, 2017). The 4IR concept is characterised as a revolutionary transition based on new and diversified technologies (MinHwa Lee, 2018; Jazdi, 2014). This term does not describe the technological paradigm uniformly. (Lee et al., 2018).

The 4IR can be defined as the revolutionary transformation that occurs as IT spreads throughout all industries, that is, primary, secondary, and tertiary industries. In other words, this is the result of IT's horizontal expansion. As a result, the 4IR emphasises on the creative connection between technology and the market in all IT-based enterprises, that is, the creative and open combination of technology and the market through open innovation, or growth based on the open business model (Yun, 2017). It can also include the factory automation, cyber-physical systems, self-organization, new distribution and procurement systems, new product and service creation systems, adapt to human demands, and employee engagement (Lasi, 2014).

In the contents of education, the academic learning environment needs IR4.0 where humanity and technology are aligned to enable new possibilities (Aziz Hussin, 2018). Education 4.0 embraces a new vision of education that allows students not only to learn the skills and knowledge they need, but also to identify the source of learning these skills and knowledge. Learning is built around them as to where and how to learn and track their performance through data-based customization. Peers are becoming very critical in their education. Students learn together and from each other, while teachers take on the role of facilitators in their learning.
Malaysia adapts the IR 4.0 through Malaysian Higher Education Programs (MyHE). The programs have undergone significant transformation over the years. Beginning with MyHE 1.0, which focuses on the instructor as a source of knowledge by using the chalk and talk teaching process. Start with MyHE 2.0, which lays out the use of modern engineering activities in classrooms and recognizes students as receivers of information that regurgitates and reacts to knowledge. MyHE 3.0 promotes innovative educational methods by encouraging students to discuss real-world problems and work together on social learning platforms. And now, MyHE 4.0 enables students to diversify their positions as curators of information, content producers, link makers and the internet as an open global curriculum and educators as a resource guide.

In the context of e-learning, the knowledge-based economy has exhibited a pervasive and ever-increasing demand for innovative ways of providing education in recent years, leading to dramatic changes in learning technologies and organizations. These radical changes in learning needs and technology are fueling a transition in modern learning in the era of the Internet, commonly referred to as e-learning (Shea, 2002). Web-based training is now being used as another alternative to face-to-face education. As a matter of fact, its use increases immediately with the expansion of the student quantity. This has influenced teachers to obtain interactive content full of multimedia as it has been shown to have a significant impact on the way of learning. The influence of online journals and wikis was also discussed on the joint effort and reflection by students, and it was accounted for the positive outcome of both of them.

Cheng, (2006) and Fitzpatrick, (2012) expanded the term to include “everything given, enabled, or mediated by electronic technology for the explicit goal of learning.”. Thus, according to Masters (2009), the letter “e” in e-learning should not stand for electronic; rather, it should stand for “evolving, enhanced, everywhere, every time, but everyone.” In fact, the quotation of Masters, (2009) shows most of the advantages of e-learning for learners and instructors. As the modern economy necessitates more individuals learning new knowledge and skills in a timely and effective manner, advancements in computer and networking technologies are giving a variety of tools to assist learning in a more personalised, adaptable, and an on-demand way (Zhang et al., 2004). Drucker, (2000) believed that e-learning is concerned not only with providing easy access to learning resources, anytime through a repository of learning resources, but also with supporting features such as personalization of learning goals and active and passive cooperation between students and between instructors and students.

In UiTM, is not left to introduce I-Learn program for all students in line with current technology developments. Admitting that there is a positive impact on student achievement, researchers conducted a pilot study of 20 students to obtain a rough description and the program answer in UiTM. This research focuses on only two variables, namely the technology and the characteristics of the learners. Due to the difficulty of accessibility and lack of awareness of this system they choose not to use I-Learn (Setapa, 2012).

E-learning offers distance learning via the Internet, provides opportunities for students via interactive learning experience and efficient learning. Distance learning students will be able to study a lot more, share information, and acquire as many facts about the courses as possible due to e-learning (Guha, and Maji, 2008). Researchers believe that, in accordance with the implementation of I-Learn and Blended Learning at UiTM, this study will provide advantages and insights to decision-makers and the national education body. A study by Arani (2001) stated that computers have had a dramatic impact on our society, especially in the field of education. According to Ertmer et al. (1999), students who have successful computer experiences are better prepared to contribute effectively in a computer-dominated community.

2.2 E-learning of Cartography and Geomatics

With the increasing importance and demand for geographic information in mapping industry and studies, many approaches have been made by researchers to improve understanding and ways in gaining knowledge for Geomatics courses. Previous studies have shown the related studies and projects that used online learning method for Geomatics courses (Marion Werner et al., 2005; Frančul et al., 2010; Robinson et al., 2015), Marion Werner et al. (2005) developed e-learning materials in GIS-technology and Cartography – towards an open-content solution, this GITTA (Geographic Information Technology Training Alliance) is an interactively designed, IT-based and multilingual collection of learning materials which can be used for various courses in Geomatics and Cartography studies, environmental or GI sciences.

The other project called Thematic Cartography Course using MOODLE (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) and CartouCHe (Cartography for Swiss Higher Education) (Frančul et al., 2010) that offer all kinds of user knowledge of thematic Cartography. A new approach to online teaching or the massive online open course (MOOC) has been also introduced by Anthony et al. (2015) as a distinct from conventional online classes as they help thousands of learners through content and assessment processes fro free. These platforms allow students to extend their basic knowledge and case studies to provide in-depth, project-related work in specific fields. Nowadays, many innovative learning
and teaching approach have been introduced and applied in Cartography in particular during the global pandemic towards providing fair, educational opportunities for everyone, including online learning systems, open source platform, virtual environment, augmented reality (AR) and Mobile Learning (Liu et al., 2020; Omar et al., 2021; Wan Hairi et al., 2021; Abdul Basir and Abdul Rasam, 2019; German and Luz, 2018; Carlos et al, 2018; Moris 2018).

3. Materials and methods

Figure 1 shows the essential steps in the research methodology on how to acquire properly the goal of this study, starting from need assessment to system evolution.

![Figure 1. Research methodology](image)

3.1 Phase of Need Assessment and Planning

The first phase to be taken performing a pilot study in order to understanding of current education system provided and problems experienced by referring to science Geomatic students as a user of current UiTM, Shah Alam’s education system. All the questions were well-prepare based on the respondent needs. Meanwhile, project planning is a process that involves a provision at the outset to select the area and selection of hardware and software. The preparation stage focuses mainly on the work of the necessary project.

UiTM Shah Alam is chosen as the study area because the targeted audience is the SUG students who are currently using the education system of the UiTM and taking advanced Cartography in their study subject. The hardware and software are utilized in this study are Acer Aspire laptop and Bitnami. Bitnami used as a repository of web applications and technology stacks installers and software packages as well as digital appliances. Bitnami stacks are available for WordPress, Drupal, Joomla web applications! Redmine, AbanteCart, PrestaShop, Magento, and many more. WordPress will be part of a WordPress stack, along with the MySQL database for data management, the Apache Web server for serving pages, the OpenSSL library for basic cryptographic tasks, and PhpMyAdmin for MySQL administration (Fred Meyer, 2018; Mat, 2002; Imran, 2017)

3.2 Phase of Data Collection

Primary data for this study were collected through interviews and questionnaires. Interviews are intimate and unstructured interviews aimed at establishing the attitudes, feelings and perceptions of the respondent with regard to a specific purpose of the project. The questionnaire described in this study was performed using Google Forms, indicating that questionnaires are produced as a form of data collection that is superficially attractive largely due to low cost, but the response rate is usually relatively small unless the recipients are very interested in the subject of the survey. The questionnaires were distributed among the students in 2019.

3.3 Phase of Design, Implementation and Testing

The program was developed or designed during the design phase to meet the requirements defined during the phases of the need assessment. The specifications defined during the need evaluation process resulting from the questionnaire and then translated into a system design report that describes the system design accurately and can be utilised as an input for system design. Follow the step taken by the software developer before moving to the implementation and testing phase to construct the application.

3.4 Phase of Evolution

This phase includes monitoring and evaluation based on the changes needed. The phase was carried out when respondents give their opinion and advice to improve the system performance, add new features or meet additional user requirements if they wish. As the program entered the implementation process, the target respondent will send a recommendation. All the advice was gathered as the process improvisation was taken on the bases of the feedback obtained. As anticipated, this system greatly assisted students in their education system.

4. Result and discussion

This study was conducted to produce a web-based application for facilitating UiTM students, especially the SUG students to have a helpful learning method in Cartography. This portal offers an integrated learning platform to ease the student in obtaining the knowledge and the learning materials for Cartography subject.

4.1 User Requirement on the Proposed System

Need assessment was conducted to see what the user requirements towards applying integrated learning system for Cartography in order to ease to the student in acquiring knowledge on Cartography and mapping course. The forms were distributed to randomly respondents and received the respondents from variety of semester, and academic background, especially the students who have taken the subject. From 30 students, 63.3% of the respondents are from semester 7 and another 36.7% are from semester 8. There are 70% of the respondents are from a Diploma for their academic background, 13.3% are from matriculation, and 10% are from STPM and 6.7% of the respondents are from the Foundation.
Next, respondents were asked about their satisfaction level on the existing Cartography learning system. The satisfaction level was determined by numbers 1 to 5 as an interval scale. Starting from very dissatisfied followed by Not Satisfied (1), Slightly Satisfied (2), Satisfied (3), Very Satisfied (4) and Extremely Satisfied (5). Several issues regarding existing Cartography learning system were also asked the respondent. Figure 2 shows most of the respondents are satisfied (rank 4 and 5) in acquiring lecturer notes from existing learning sources such as I-learn and internet with 49.3% votes.

![Figure 2. Satisfaction level in acquiring lecturer notes](image)

Quite similar results could be seen for other satisfaction aspects (rank 4 and 5) such as 46.7% of the respondents were recorded satisfied with the existing Cartography learning sources in acquiring their tutorial questions. The satisfaction scale for acquiring lab sheets from existing learning sources are 50% votes, which means the respondent are very satisfied in acquiring their lab sheets using the current learning system. The respondents were biting very satisfied in acquiring past examination questions with 73.4% votes.

Next, respondents were asked about their opinion on developing the proposed Cartography learning system. Based on Figure 3, the respondents were questioned either they were demanding or not on developing an integrated learning system for Cartography subject. Most of the respondents were responding that they agreed to have an integrated Cartography learning platform in order to ease the students for their learning purpose with majority vote which is 86.7% votes.

![Figure 3. Respondents view to developing proposed learning systems](image)

Figure 4 reveals the respondents’ suggestion on the learning material and method to be equipped with the proposed learning system. The suggestion exceeds more than the half of the number of the respondents’ votes. The requirements that need to be developed in the proposed system are note with 80%, tutorial questions with 60%, and lab sheets with 66.7%, past examination questions with 73.3%, assignments with 53.3%, and free software and data sources with 60% and lastly multimedia learning with 70%.

![Figure 4. Requirement for the proposed learning system](image)

Last but not least, the respondents were asked about their suggestions and ideas in order to improve or better the system. This additional suggestion could be used for future improvement in the learning Cartography system. The suggestions include providing independent online quiz or test, tutorials for software installement and laboratory works, free data collection or gallery and industrial collaboration for more particular task and exhibition..

4.2 Design and Development the Proposed System

This step enables the system to be established by migrating the data and components to the new system towards ensuring that the web application works correctly and smoothly. In fact, this web application has been developed based on the user requirement in the first objective which the respondent gave their opinion and ideas to ensure the system meet their desire.

4.3 Elements and Functions of Integrated Learning Materials for Cartography

In order to fulfil the needs of the web map application in helping students in their study of Cartography subject, Integrated Learning System for Cartography has been developed by using WordPress where it is a content management system based on PHP and MySQL that is usually used with. The features include a plugin architecture and a template system, referred to inside the WordPress Themes which able to design the interface of the system, add and edit the data of Cartography subject learning materials. Several testing procedures on this web map application has been carried out as developer want it to function smoothly. This sub-section will explain all the features and functions available on the Integrated Learning System for Cartography.
In the main page of the system. It has two Buttons which are the three-line button and mouse button. The three line button is the menu widget. The user can click the button to pop out the menu list. The mouse button animation indicates the user to scroll down. Figure 5 shows the list of the main menus. The user can either scroll down or click on the menu list to reach the content page. The page will automatically open at the new tab.

![Image](image-url)

**Figure 5. Main menu list**

User can scroll down on the main menu page to go to the content section. The primary content of this integrated learning system of Cartography is based on the previous study of the user requirement for the proposed system. The content consists of 5 learning materials for the Cartography subject which are lecturer notes, tutorial questions, assignments, past semester exam questions and lab sheets. The user can click on the button that represent the symbol of the learning material to go to the desired page. As an example, the user can click the Notes button to acquiring notes from the system. It will bring the user to the Notes page. On the notes page, there is a list of downloadable content which is lecturer notes for Cartography subject. To download, user can click on the name of the notes and it will automatically download the content directly to the user platform either using a computer or a smartphone. This same step can be applied to the other content page.

The other element in the portal is gallery where images and videos about Cartography was shared on the gallery page. The user can click the click to view more button to explore more images and videos on the gallery page. At the gallery page, there are two sections. The first section is images section and the second section is videos section. The user can explore all the images and videos to increase their general knowledge about Cartography. The last section on the main menu page is the Newsfeed. Any news or event related about Cartography subject that occur either at the university or outside of the university will be shared on the Newsfeed section. In Menu of About us page, it shows the information about this integrated learning system for Cartography are shown in the About Us page. The user of this application could know detail description of the application such as the platform used to develop this application, the current version of this app and the developer or owner behind the application.

### 4.4 Testing and Evaluating of Integrated Learning Materials Portal for Cartography

The developer goes through a number of testing phase for the system on the computer to see the interface of the system is running and display properly or not. Since the web application still not publish in the server, which is the system is still in the local host server. A demo has been given to the user on how to use the system and the system was handed to the user to evaluate the system. The system has been evaluated from respondents who consist of the current student’s semester 7 who are learning the Cartography subject (Figure 6). The system is displayed during the demo and being tested by the target user in order to give their opinion regarding the effectiveness of the integrated learning system of Cartography as shown in the figure below.

![Image](image-url)

**Figure 6. System testing with the UiTM Surveying Science and Geomatics students**

The evaluation questions are given to the target user to rate their satisfaction level on the previous learning system and the integrated learning system of Cartography to make comparison between those two systems. The satisfaction level was determined by numbers from 1 to 5 as an interval scale. Starting from very dissatisfied followed by Not Satisfied (1), Slightly Satisfied, Satisfied, Very Satisfied and Extremely Satisfied (5). For the evaluation result, it can be seen that most all of the satisfaction level the proposed system is at level 4 and 5 which indicate the user are very satisfied and extremely satisfied with the system to be compared with the...
previous system that earn lower satisfactory result where most of the satisfaction level are a moderate. As a positive result was delivered, this system is able to assist students in order to give the best satisfaction for acquiring their learning material for Cartography subject. The respondent also been asked if they would use again in future as the results shows mostly all of them given the respondents strongly agreed and willingly to use to help their study not only in the subject but also in other SUG subjects.

5. References
This integrated learning portal for Cartography course was specially developed for assisting the UiTM Geomatics students in gathering all the learning materials in one platform. The portal has not only fulfilled the student requirement, but also towards achieving education 4.0 vision, which students can learn and identify the source the skills and knowledge. The portal offers a user friendly and easy-free platform, including online notes, assignments, lab work sheets, past examination question and others. With the rapid development of current technologies and industrial revolutionaries (IR), it is not wrong to say that this portal is needed by the students to enhance their understanding on the subject and to keep up with the mushroom growth modern technologies and new generation style of acquiring knowledge. This beneficial prototype has potential to be used by the students, hence the next steps need be added with other essential functions and be applied public domain server from the university.
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